CHAPTER IV
GEORGE III AND THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION *
england had emerged from the Seven Years' War trium-
0	faces the
pliant, but she had to face the necessity of a drastic adjust-- problems of
ment of her relations with her American colonies.   The government
overthrow of French power in Canada freed the colonists from
their fear of attack, and the War had shown that the military
and financial organisation of the Empire was inadequate.
But the brilliant administration of Pitt was ended, a series
of incompetent governments was to come, and he himself,
by his obstinate opposition, hampered attempts to find a
solution of colonial difficulties.
There were many underlying causes of friction between Causes of
England and America.   Assuming that colonies existed between
primarily for the advantage of the Mother Country, sue-     ^
cessive generations of English statesmen had built up the cancolomes-
Old Colonial System. The American colonies were forced to i. The old
supply for the- English,, manufacturer raw materials and a system.
market for his finished goods, and for the English merchant
a constant demand for his services. They were to prevent
England from being dependent on foreign countries, which
in time of war might be her enemies, and to whom debts,
ex^ft in time of peace, would have to be paid in specie; and
thfiy were to enable her to have so large an export trade as
to show a considerable balance over her imports. The
influence of this notion of the Balance of Trade was of the
utmost importance, for it was held that " if the foreign
commodities imported exceeded in value the native com-
modities exported, it is a manifest sign that the trade
decayeth and the stock of the kingdom wasteth apace;
because the overplus must needs go out in treasure/'1
1 Musselden "The Circle of Commerce, 1623," Camb, Hist, of
Brit. Emp.t vol. i., p. 561.
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